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↑
TEATIME

Celebrated fashion designer Adam Lippes has joined forces with Sue Jones, CoFounder of iconic English brand OKA, to create a chic collection of fine china,
glassware, and linen. This dainty teacup, with butterflies, roses, and fruit trees, has
made my morning espresso feel extra fancy. $60; oka.com

↑
RACK ‘EM UP

I’ve recently developed a bit of a magazine collection. This
sueded leather holder from designer Kriste Michelini’s
shop is a chic way to store them! $65; shopkmhome.com

ORDER UP

↓
SUPERBLOOM

European-favorite plant-based meal
kits startup, Simple Feast, has made
its way to SoCal with plans to soon
expand east. Their farm-to-doorstep meals are delicious! BONUS:
They arrive mise en place and only
take about 20 minutes to prepare,
taking the struggle out of the daily
“What’s for dinner?” debate.
simplefeast.com

Olive & Cocoa, known for their
fabulous gifts, has partnered with
designer Erin Gates on a gorgeous
arrangement, featuring my favorite
flower (anemone!) nestled among white
roses and a mix of fresh botanicals.
$114; oliveandcocoa.com

↑
FLOWER POWER

Bassett McNab, a 100-year-old
American textile company based in
Philadelphia, has just launched a new
collection that’s giving me serious
vacation vibes. I’d love to use this lush,
tropical Wilton Reef print on a pair of
plush pillows. bassettmcnab.com

↗
LUCKY CHARMS

Joanna Buchanan’s cheeky cocktail picks are like little
pieces of jewelry for your drink. After a long week
at the (home) office, it’s nice to make Friday evening
happy hour feel a little bit more special. My husband
makes a mean martini…so even if I don’t eat the olive,
at least it looks cute. $88; joannabuchanan.com

↗
CHILL OUT

Recess shook things up in the sparking water world with CBD-infused beverages.
Their new CBD-free line, Recess Mood, has magnesium L-threonate, a functional
ingredient that supports mood optimization. Pop open a can for a tasty drink that
will help calm the mind and lift your spirits. takearecess.com
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